If there are any topics you would like covered in
future editions of the Prophet, or if you have any
articles which you found to be a blessing,
please let Fr. John know!
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Dear brothers and sisters in Christ:
Despite the ongoing Coronavirus pandemic, we
continue to try to move towards as much normalcy
as possible here at St. John s. In the meantime, I
thank you all for your patience and efforts to follow
our safety guidelines. As much as wearing masks
isn t fun, know that there are members of our parish who would not feel comfortable coming to
church if not for the mandated masks: know that
your sacrifice is helping others to come to our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ, and to pray in His holy
temple! I would also like to extend the deepest
gratitude to those who have made our extra Saturday Liturgy possible: our wonderful parish deacons, Fr. John & Fr. Theodosius, as well as our cantors, Diane and Lara, as well as their spouses for
supporting them and the parish through all of this.
My ever-patient Matushka, Janine, also deserves
countless thanks for all her support behind the
scenes. Please keep us all in your prayers!
Though we are blessed to come to church each
and every weekend, I cannot wait until we are able
to gather together once again as a single community, both liturgically and para-liturgically in fellowship at coffee hour. A parishioner has recently
suggested finding a way to stream what is going on
upstairs to the projector down in the hall, and I am

Glory to Jesus Christ! Slava Isusu Christu!
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looking into this possibility. Additionally, it has
been suggested that we could have small gatherings (with masks and distance) in the hall after Vespers on Saturday evenings. Please let me know
your thoughts about this possibility!
Finally, one way in which the Archbishop
would like us to consider moving back to normal is
in regards to the communion spoon. Many (if not
most) of the parishes in our archdiocese have
moved back to a single spoon, and this is a move
His Eminence would like us to make sooner rather
than later, though he has not yet mandated this restoration. As a reminder, one of the tenants of our
faith is that the Holy Body and Blood of Christ
cannot transmit disease, for the Holy Gifts are lifegiving, incorrupt, and for the healing of soul and
body: they are Christ Himself, who brings life, not
death. This isn t always easy to accept it, like so
many other aspects of the faith requires a leap of
faith, but this is one of the marks of Orthodox
Christianity: the belief that Holy Communion is the
deified Flesh and Blood of God Himself.
The decision to move to multiple spoons was
made by the Archbishop in order to help those
fearful those who most need the Most Pure and
Holy Body and Blood of Christ from being kept
from Holy Communion, as well as to safeguard our
parishes from litigation. In order to remind us all
of this fact (that the multiple spoons are there for
the faithful to feel safe, but are ultimately unnecessary), I have been taking each and every spoon into
my mouth after the faithful partake. In the hospital
even with those who have highly contagious diseases such as C. diff. I have to purify the spoon in
the same way, and yet neither I nor any priest I
know has ever caught any disease from doing this,
just as the deacons never get sick from consuming
the chalice after Divine Liturgy, filled with what
should be countless germs. This practice of taking
each spoon into my mouth also ensures that none
of the Holy Things remain on the spoon when I
place it in the used container for purification: it is
far better that any pearls of the precious Body and
Blood are within the body of one us, where it might
be unto our salvation, than cast into the earth by
means of the holy sink.
Ultimately, while a lack of social distancing or a
failure to wear one s mask can certainly transmit
disease, we believe as Orthodox Christians that the
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In Christ, with thanks and love,
Fr. John Joseph Kotalik IV, Rector

Body and Blood of Christ simply cannot be vehicles
for disease. The current fear is that the practice of
multiple spoons might become the new normal
and that it is teaching the opposite of what we believe that the Holy Gifts can transmit disease,
contrary to a basic tenant of our faith which is
why we are being asked to strongly consider returning to a single spoon.
Moreover, the more we learn about the Coronavirus on the level of material science, the more we
see that it is almost impossible to spread the Coronavirus through ingestion: it must be breathed in,
while the digestive system totally destroys it. Accordingly, a far better safeguard against the spread
of the Coronavirus would be to return to a single
spoon so that I could wear mask (as priests who
have returned to a single spoon are doing), thus removing the most likely vector of the virus: the
priest and faithful breathing in each other s faces.
Returning to a single spoon would have the added
benefit of allowing us to one again use multiple
chalices, thus allowing for greater social distancing
at the time of Communion, as well as decreasing
the likelihood that a single member of the parish
could spread by breathing around the one chalice.
Regardless, this is not a decision the archbishop
is currently mandating: while he would like us to
return to a single spoon, he has instructed us to do
so only if our parish as a whole is comfortable with
this restoration. My hope, therefore, is that this
message will be the next step in our continuing
conversation on this matter, as neither I nor the
Archbishop have any desire to needlessly keep
people from the precious and life-giving Body and
Blood of Christ. Please know that everything I am
doing in this midst of this strange situation and
everything the Archbishop has directed is borne
out of the singular desire to help each and every
member of our parish as well as visitors and inquirers to safely come to Christ, and to know Him
as the Incarnate God who came into the world to
save us sinners in His boundless love for mankind.
For those uncomfortable coming to church, I
am still happily making communion appoints (both
here at church and in your homes), so do not hesitate to contact me. It would be my joy and pleasure!
When we recognize that we have distorted the way
of Christ into a path for serving ourselves, we must
offer the Jesus Prayer from the depths of our hearts

That is how he gained the measure of spiritual clarity that he needed in order to begin the long and
difficulty journey of serving Christ.
Too often, we have less patience and faith before the challenges and disappointments of our
lives than Peter did. Too often, we convince ourselves that it is pointless to persist in obeying
Christ as best we can because our nets apparently
remain empty of the blessings that we want for
ourselves, our loved ones, and our world. Too often, we impatiently conclude that there is no point
in persisting in the difficult struggle of faithfulness
to the Lord because we are not getting the quick results that we want. To view the Christian faith in
that way, however, is to make it a path for serving
ourselves, not the Lord Who reigns from a Cross
and an empty tomb. We will never enter His Kingdom by refusing all that does not operate on our
schedules or according to our preferences.
Our calling, like that of Peter and the first disciples, is simply to o
Him. When we stumble in doing so, we must cultivate the humble recognition of Peter, who said,

awareness of who he was before Christ, for he said,

down your nets for a catc
opened himself to receive the blessing of the great
catch of fish. Remember that it was this shocking

By the conventional standards of this world,
people like Ss. Peter and Paul were failures who acquired no wealth or power. They threw their lives
away out of devotion to an obscure rabbi of firstcentury Palestine. There would never be an ideal
time to be faithful
would always remain foolishness in the eyes of the
world. But had Peter not obeyed the command on

or, in ill repute and
good repute. We are treated as impostors, and yet
are true; as unknown, and yet well known; as dying, and behold we live; as punished, and yet not
killed; as sorrowful, yet always rejoicing; as poor,
yet making many rich; as having nothing, and yet

we have of our own brokenness, the more patient
trust we will have that God is filling our nets as
they need to be filled for our salvation and that of
the world. Let us persist in letting them down for a
catch today and every day of our lives. That is the
only way that we will grow in our participation in
the life of Christ and become those who draw others to the blessedness of His Kingdom.

draw them into the ministry of the Kingdom of
God for the edification of the Church and the salvation of the world. They had to leave everything behind and endure profound trials, which revealed
their need for greater spiritual strength. Our vocations are far humbler than theirs, but we must trust
that Christ is preparing us to be
in ways that we
do not fully understand. We can give up and say
that there is no point in pursuing a religion that
does not quickly solve all our problems in life, but
ow is the acceptable time; behold, now is the d
regardless of how well we think that things are going. Now is the time to let down our nets, even
though we have fished all night, caught nothing,
and would rather simply go home. We do not
know the particulars of what God will do when we
offer ourselves to Him in patient obedience, but we
must trust that doing so will enable us to share
more fully in the healing of the human person that
Christ has brought to the world.
Looking to the example of the apostles, let us
persevere in the daily struggle to be faithful even as
we know that we are sinful people who can ask

as we reorient ourselves toward true faithfulness.
When we are tempted to abandon any of the basic
practices of the Christian life because they do not
appear to produce the results that we would like,
we must humbly persist in them out of obedience
and grow in our awareness that sharing in the life
of Christ is not a magical path to achieving any
goal of this life.
There is no guarantee of a net full of fish, of
course, and the point of that miracle was not to
make Peter successful in his line of work. It was,
instead, to call him, James, and John as apostles
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lenges, both small and great.
Peter, James, and John were professional fishermen who had worked all night and caught nothing.
They knew that it was time to wash their nets, go

If there is any virtue that seems completely foreign to our culture today, it is patience. From fast
food to cell phones, from transportation to losing
weight, we want instant results and think that
something is wrong if we do not get what we want
immediately. Thoughtful people learn, however,
that disappointments and delays are often actually
good for us. They inspire us to see ourselves and
the realities of life more clearly. But when impatience becomes a settled habit, it blinds us to the ne-

by Fr. Philip LeMasters, Sept. 26th, 2020.

(on Luke 5:1-11)

The Importance of Patiently Letting
Down Our Nets in Obedience

catc
frustrati
nothing! But at Your word I will let down the

accompanied by shouts of hatred. Love the sinner,
but hate his doings: it is worthwhile to remember
these words of the ancient Christian sage, Isaac the
Syrian. It is only by such spirit that evil can be
overcome.
Let us counteract the hurry of evil by the quickness and ardour in doing good. Let quick repentance before God after every sin an evil deed,
word or feeling be our first kind of ardour. Let
the second be quick forgiveness of our brother (but
not of his evil). Quick response to every request,
the fulfillment of which is possible for us and useful for the petitioner is the third kind of true ardour. The fourth is a fiery rejection of every evil
and temptation. The fifth kind of ardour is the capacity of quickly observing what people around us
need and of doing everyone a service, be it only a
small one; the capacity of praying for every man.
The sixth kind of ardour is the decision to counteract every expression of evil by goodness, to oppose
to all darkness the Light of Christ, to every falsehood
truth And the seventh kind of ardour in our
faith, hope and love is the power of instantly lifting
up our heart and all our life to God, thanking
and glorifying Him for everything.

ance, in afflictions, hardships, calamities, beatings,
imprisonments, tumults, labors, watching,

faithfulness to Jesus Christ until we think that our
faith is perfect or that the circumstances of our lives
are as we would like them to be. He described the

15-17) Peter was the first bishop of the Church in
Antioch and in Rome, where he made the ultimate
witness for the Savior as a martyr. He surely did
not get everything right the first time. At many
points in his discipleship, he must have been as
frustrated as he had been as a fisherman who had
worked all night and caught nothing. But despite
his many failures in understanding what kind of
Messiah he was following, Peter did not allow
pride to keep him from acc
giveness and restoration. From the time the Savior
first called him to the end of his earthly life, St. Peter kept letting down his nets and surely being
shocked beyond belief that the Lord was still with
him and working through him despite his less than
perfect faith.
Saint Paul remin
is the acceptable time; behold, now is the day of

will be c
left their boats and nets behind as they became the
first apostles.
Though Peter became the head disciple, he
struggled mightily in faith. He denied the Lord
three times before His crucifixion and had earlier
hear
when he had rejected the message that Christ
would be killed and rise from the dead. After His
resurrection, the Lord restored Peter by asking him
three times if he loved Him and commanding him

that their nets broke and their boats began to sink.
That was not only an unlikely and amazing scene;
it also opene

home, and try again tomorrow. But the Lord said,

goodness. And let us be particularly peaceful when
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John Anischenko (10/1/1918)
Katherine Pirchina (8/28/1957)
Michael Gabowsky (10/1/2000)
Helen Sevak (10/2/1957)
Paul Telep (10/4/1990)
Anna Zsidisian (10/4/1996)
Andrew Pashkevich (10/5/1918)
Michael Matyuf (KIA 10/5/1944)
Sophia Chizhmody (10/6/1937)
Frank Roman (10/6/1957)
John Minenko (10/7/1937)
Stephan Petronka (10/7/1984)
Arthur Talpa (10/7/2018)
Joseph Witko (10/8/1942)
Mary Maceiko (10/9/1973)
Mary Godish (10/9/1975)
Joseph Chobany (10/10/2002)
Yuri Oros (10/11/1935)
Anna Zaken (10/11/1990)
John Rusinko (10/11/2019)
Anna Matlaga (10/12/1973)
John Schimansky (10/13/1988)
Mary Wilson (10/13/1994)
Michael Drochak (10/14/1921)
Mary Petronka (10/14/1957)
Mary Bilnok (10/15/1941)
John Chicarella (10/15/1947)
Michael Madosky (10/15/1966)
Roman Koppy (10/17/1958)
Dolores Marie Soroka (10/17/1999)
Margaret Udodow (10/18/1991)
Anna Drochak (10/19/1924)
Stella Maceiko (10/19/1966)
Joseph Lazor (10/20/1975)
Charles Lenart (10/20/2008)
Mary Balog (10/21/1933)
Mary Sarek (10/21/1933)
Alexei Roman (10/21/1945)
Mary Kurtiniec (10/21/1960)
Michael Furman (10/21/2000)
Elsie Zubenko (10/21/2004)
Julia Holovach (10/22/2007)
Nicholas Dano (10/22/2011)

We commemorate the anniversaries of:

Luke Kluchko (8/20)
Mat. Anastasia (8/25)
Mat. Janet Mihalick (8/26)

We continue our 40 days of prayer for:

All those slain by the Coronavirus!

(

MEMORY ETERNAL:

Steven Schenken (10/2)
Apr. Joseph Oleynik (10/4)
Julianna Cario (10/4)
Michael Pazuchanics (10/6)
Daniel Cario (10/6)
John Petronka (10/11)
Nora Lee Roberto (10/13)
Isabella Petronka (10/15)
Lindsey Basso (10/16)
Daniel Yarosh (10/16)
Thomas Cario (10/16)
Nicholas Basso (10/20)
Kyra Schenken (10/23)
Katie Roberto (10/24)
Met. Theodosius Lazor (10/27)
Jane Shamitko (10/29)
Samuel Simko (10/29)

Birthdays:

Richard Romanus Pierce (10/1)
Dennis Sweda (10/3)
Luke Phillis (10/18)
Luke Ruffing (10/18)
Abigail Joelle Strennen (10/19)
Alfred Davis (10/26)

Namedays:

(

MANY YEARS:

Michael Melnyk (10/23/1949)
Evelyn Kozares (10/23/1959)
Anna Chicarella (10/23/1977)
Paul Chupinsky (10/24/1921)
Helen Kirr (10/25/1922)
Mary Uchal (10/25/1981)
John Danyo (10/26/1923)
John Wengrim (10/26/1949)
Wasyl Dayak (10/26/1962)
Hermine Feyche (10/26/1996)
Stephen Zubenko (10/26/1999)
John Goga (10/27/1918)
Gary Dougall (10/27/1965)
Andrew Chopak (10/28/1990)
Thomas Chopak (10/28/2009)
John Krasnovksy (10/29/1933)
Michael Poznyakov (10/29/1947)
John Senko (10/30/1920)
Anna Nestor (10/30/1940)
Mary Kotyk (10/30/1942)
John Gillespie (10/30/2000)
Peter Kulashenko (10/30/1919)
Pozalia Stofko (10/31/1931)

!)
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All those suffering from the spiritual, bodily, material,
and financial effects of the Coronavirus
Met. Theodosius (Lazor)
Igumen Patrick (Carpenter)
Apr. John (Horosky)
Apr. George & Pres. Dianthe (Livanos)
Apr. John (Reeves)
Apr. Michael (Hatrak)
Pr. Benjamin (Tucci)
Mat. Natasha (Lazor)
Mat. Kelly Elizabeth (Oleynik)
Mat. Alexandra (Safchuk)
Mat. Susanne (Senyo)
Mat. Cindy (Voytovich)
Diane (Arcoletti)
Shirley (Brookman)
John (Boschuk)
Darcie (Burkholder)
Elaine (Gwen Bushko)
Elizabeth (Demsher)
Shirley (Lazorchak)
Janice (Lenart)
Donald (Marsico)
Albert (Maruskin)
Brandon (Mayberry)
Gregg (Nescott)
Peter & Dorothy (Petronka)
Michael & Mary (Pirih)
Gabriel (Prince)
Anastasia (Rudolph)
Meretta (Stockman)
Carol (Sweda)
Dennis (Sweda)
Luis (Thompson)
Richard (Trombetta)
Mary Kay (Weber)
Diana (White)

We pray for the health and salvation of ALL our
parish family members, and especially for:

PARISH PRAYER LIST:

If you or a loved one are missing, please let
Fr. John know so that we can correct our records!

Met. Theodosius Lazor (10/25/1977)

Anniversary of Election to Primatial See:

Steve & Julie Simko (10/4)
Robert & Kyra Schenken (10/8)
Cirio & Kathleen Signorini (10/13)
Gregory & Jane Shamitko (10/14)
Randy & Katie Roberto (10/14)
Alexander & Marissa Schenken (10/19)
John & Lisanne Migyanko (10/20)
Chris & Wendy Petronka (10/21)

Anniversaries:
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1. Whoever subdues himself to God is close to
having everything subdued to him.
2. Love sinners but hate their sins, and do not
despise sinners for their faults lest you fall into
the temptation in which they abide.
3. When you want to start doing virtuous deeds,
prepare yourself first for the temptations that
will befall you, and do not doubt the truth.
4. Do not separate the rich from the poor, and do
not try to distinguish the worthy from the
unworthy, and let all men be equal to you for
good. It is in this way that you can attract the
unworthy to the good.
5. He who is not grateful for something small is
also dishonest and unjust in bigger things.
6.
shall have heavenly angels as his guides.
7. Be ignorant in your wisdom, and do not pretend
to be wise when you are ignorant.
8. When one sees all people as good, and no one
appears to him unclean and desecrated, then he
is truly pure of heart.
9. A good thought falls into the heart only by
divine grace; a wicked thought approaches man
only for temptation and challenge.
10. If you pray to God for something, and He is
slow to hear you, do not be sorrowful about it.
You are not smarter than God.
11. The prayer of the one who does not consider
himself a sinner is not acceptable to God.
12. If you see your brother before committing a sin,
throw the robe of your love on his shoulders.
13. No one went up into the heaven being slothful.

Here is the wisdom of the great Christian
ascetic and writer who lived in the seventh century.
At the end of his life the saint went blind because of
his abundant weeping, and his disciples recorded
his teachings:

by St. Elisabeth Convent, August 17, 2020

13 Rules of Life of St. Isaac the Syrian

Joseph & Mary Ann (Zupancic)
Pr. John, Mat. Nadia, and the child Jonah born of her
(Parker)
Alexander & Marissa, and the child to be born of her
(Schenken)
for the catechumens and inquirers: Anthony, Hannah,
Daniel, Emily, Vincent & Melissa

continually growing more and more hurried. Everyone is in a rush, afraid of not being on time for
something, of being late, of not finding someone at
home, of missing, or failing to do something
Machines rush along through the air, along the
ground and on the water, We feel and see both in
technical science and in life this irrepressible, ever
accelerating overwhelming rush of machines and
men.
The kingdom of evil must have an end, and
maybe it is not far off. As though conscious of its
approach, evil doomed to perdition tosses itself
about in the world; it disturbs and frightens mankind, excites its imagination, lures it on and compels men, who have not protected their hearts and
e unrestrainedly for the possession of more and more material goods and run after them ever faster and
faster. Deafened and hustled by vanities, men are
no longer able to think of great and eternal truths,
the comprehension of which needs at least a moment of divine silence in the heart, at least a moment of holy stillness.
Technical science is continually increasing the
rate of locomotion and of acquiring earthly goods.
One would have thought, this should leave people
more time for developing their lofty spirit and reason. But, no. Many souls find life harder and more
diffic
not time to think of the lofty, to sigh for the truly
great, to turn to the Holy. Everything whirls round
and round at an ever-increasing speed. How much
of what men do is illusory! Instead of seeking spiritual heights and inspiration, many are obsessed by
the striving to increase only material values and energies. Then these values cease to be a blessed gift
of God; they are not counterbalanced by the human
illusion of
activity
for man is called to activity and cannot
be content without it. But purely material activity
does not satisfy man, if he is mastered by it instead
of being its master. If he becomes the slave of his
material concern he is building his house upon
sand, and his handiwork shall be destroyed. Nothing but dust and ashes remain of many proud
buildings that stood up high only yesterday.
Poor man, find time for the good! But you have
not time even to think of it. Every moment of your
life is filled up, and the good stands at your door
Creator.
Let us be good always and in everything. And
let us be particularly good when we defend

and knocks. It has nowhere to lay its head. Oh, if
only you could invite it, even for five minutes, to
come into your thoughts, feelings and desires! But
Extraordinary that the good
does not understand this but goes on knocking at
your conscience! Man, where is your good, where
are you yourself? You have hidden from God and
from your own self behind the revolving wheels of
life. I tell you, hasten to do good, hasten while you
are still in this world! Walk in the light while there
is light. The night will come when you will no
longer be able to do good even if you wished it.
Begin first by thinking of doing good; then
think of how to do it; and then begin to do it. The
good is a source of light; it warms and illumines
your life and the people around you. The good is
the most important work in life. Hearken to the
voice of God and of your own conscience. Learn to
love the good before it is too late. It will be dreadful
to be too late in doing good to enter eternity and
to appear before the Creat
empty hands and a cold heart.
He who will not hasten to do good, will never
do it. The good requires ardour. The lukewarm are
incapable of doing good. Indifference and insensitiveness seek to blind us and tie our bands and feet
before we even think of the good. Only the ardent,
fiery and sincere can do good. Only a man who is
quick as lightning in his goodness can be truly
good. And the further life develops, the more lightning-like quickness is needed for doing good. This
quickness is an expression of spiritual power and
serene faith.
But evil, hurry and excitement, which we find
in the world, spring from an uneasy conscience,
from a heart intoxicated with itself and agitated by
fancies.
Evil always tries to unbridle man and then to
bridle him after its own fashion. Evil would like to
drive to death every soul and every nation through
making them work beyond their strength in pursuit
of the unattainable and always receding mirage of
purely material happiness, independent of inner
spiritual life But the good gives men the wings of
holy inspiration, unites them in disinterested union
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Have you asked yourself why is it so stifling in
the world? Why is it hard to live? Why can we not
put up with each other? The answer is because sin
has poisoned the atmosphere of life. We are all sick
with sin. And if untreated body wounds emit intolerable stench, how much more terrible is the stench
of sin!
But I ll Only Sin Again!
Why should I confess when I know that tomorrow I will sin again? Is there any point in such confession? I see that one should confess only if one
would sin no more after that!
This objection to Confession contains both
something which is very true and something which
is not. The right thing here is the desire not to sin
any more after Confession. But we are feeble humans, and we cannot attain right away such a firmness which makes falling into voluntary sins impossible. If we cannot reach such steadfastness in
virtue right away, should we surrender to vice? Or
should we stop confessing? Which is better -- to roll
in the mud of the spiritual swamp, or to pick yourself up after each fall and go on with the hope that
someday you may reach the solid and beautiful
shore of virtue? If you do not confess, you remain
in the mud. If you confess, you pick yourself up
from the mud and clean yourself. But why should
I get up if tomorrow I will fall again? you say.
When you fall again, then get up again! Every day
begin all over again! This is undoubtedly better
than falling out of the habit of getting up.
A young monk complained to the great ascetic
Abba Sisoes: Abba, what should I do? I fell. The
elder answered: Get up! The monk said: I got up,
and I fell again! The elder replied: Get up again!
But the young monk asked: For how long should I
get up when I fall? Until your death, answered
Abba Sisoes. This wise dialogue should be remembered by all of us who want to change but, deceived by the devil, constantly return to our previous sins. Every time we fall into a transgression, we
must get up. The getting up - this is Confession.
But why should we play at falling and getting
up? ask some. It is not a game, but a struggle in
which there is much sense. If we, as feeble humans,
fall but get up again, there is a great probability
that death will find us when we are standing. Then
we are saved. But if we do not intend to get up,

8

perpetually in a hurry, often fruitless and meaningless. Man moves mountains with his energy. He
builds and destroys whole cities within very short
periods of time. But if we co
different countries and look at its consequences, we
shall find that it does not increase goodness in the
world, and at times it greatly increases evil. Struggle against evil is itself fruitless if it does not manifest true goodness

by Abp. John (Shahovskoy) of San Francisco;
written in 1956, but all the more true today!.

Hasten to Do Good

death will surely find us lying in the mud. Then we
are lost forever!
St. John Chrysostom says: Repentance opens
the heavens for man, takes him to Paradise, overcomes the devil. Have you sinned? Do not despair!
If you sin every day, then offer repentance every
day! When there are rotten parts in old houses, we
replace the parts with new ones, and we do not
stop caring for the houses. In the same way, you
should reason for yourself: if today you have defiled yourself with sin, immediately clean yourself
with repentance.
For the washing away of bodily dirtiness God
has given water. And for the washing of spiritual
foulness, God has given the grace of the holy Sacrament of Confession. Every man, when he dirties his
hands, washes them. No one says: I will not wash
my hands any more, because I will get them dirty
again! But why is it then that many people say, I
will not go to Confession, because I will sin again
tomorrow! It is clear that the enemy of our salvation is enticing us not to wash our souls, so that he
can gain power over them.
But we must not give in to such satanic suggestions; we should confess frequently, because frequent washing produces a taste for cleanliness in
us.
Leave your house unswept, uncleaned, and unventilated for one year! Will it not turn into a pigsty? Now think about what the soul of a man is like
when he has not cleaned it through Confession, not
only for a year, but for twenty, forty, sixty, or seventy years.
Get Up! And confess your sins!

(on Luke 5:1-11)

of living the way that Christ taught us to. As the
Desert Fathers say, the demons of have been tempting people for thousands of years they know the
science of temptation, they know how to exploit
our weaknesses. Add to that the reality that these
bodies made of earth desire the enjoyments of the
earth. Even our own weak bodies war against us in
the struggle against temptations, against the overweening desire for food, sex, money, status, control, etc. Some form of these desires is not far from
all of us.
(This is why we should mourn when we see a
public Christian leader/pastor fall into sin. Instead

way abandoned my hope of the world to come?
(Not that pleasure and enjoyment are bad in
themselves. Even Jesus was accused of being
gluttonous and a wino [Matt. 11:19; Luke 7:34]!
The important thing is moderation do I control
my enjoyments in a healthy manner or do they
control me?)
Yet, the reality is that w

in a very real way decided that the Judgment of the
living
have already committed myself to selfish enjoy-

do my actions identify me as a follower of Jesus
Christ?
If my greatest aim in live is gratifying my desire

then you lose your fait
He often related this progression to the Hebrews
under the Old Covenant first they abandoned
God by their actions, then they discarded the beliefs
which had by that time become superfluous.
The way we live is where the rubber hits the
road. A Christian lifestyle is inextricably connected

Archbishop Michael (Dahulich) would sometimes explain in Scripture classes during seminary
that the reason people often leave the Faith is not
primarily because of what we believe, but because

by Fr. Jonathan Lincoln, Sept. 20, 2020

then

demons working in collusion with the weakness of
our bodies, to lead us into a breach of Christian
morality; yet even in the midst of this spiritual
clobbering, if we have faith in the Risen Lord, as St.

dwelling presence of God Himself.

can contain the power of the victorious Lord Jesus.
Within a chipped and fragile ceramic jar there can
be rubies and gold and treasures of incredible
is with us, except the treasure

sire for pleasure and enjoyment, for gratification
and selfishness, because these weak bodies, these

Yes, the Good News of Jesus Christ is that we

(II Cor. 4:7-11)

sels, that the excellence of the power may be
of God and not of us. We are hard-pressed
on every side, yet not crushed; we are perplexed, but not in despair; persecuted, but
not forsaken; struck down, but not destroyed always carrying about in the body
the dying of the Lord Jesus, that the life of
Jesus also may be manifested in our body.
For we who live are always delivered to
hat the life of Jesus

dwell in them as in a holy temple; this is so that if
-in-us
Who grants us the victory a
won by our feeble strength.

What began as an apparently harmless action has
the potential of being the cause of spiritual death. It
builds and builds, and finally Christian doctrine
and living becomes superfluous, because they get
in the way of selflose your morals, then you lose your
Yet, even in these weak bodies made of dirt,

next time.)
And so we often find that although the desire to
live a Christian life is there, the pull of the world is
so strong that once we indulge in so-

y be me
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(Catechetical Lectures 18.19)

the mouth we pray. With the body we commit fornication, and with the body we keep
chastity. With the hand we rob, and by the
hand we bestow alms; and the rest in like
manner. Since then the body has been our
minister in all things, it shall also share with

posite potential of protecting us from falling into
sin.
St. Cyril of Jerusalem connects the actions done
in the body with our eternal state in the following
explanation given to people about to be baptized:

So it makes a huge difference how we live! One
little moral slip has the possibility of becoming an
addiction, a passion, a terrible habit; yet, the build-

(John 5:28-29)

is coming when all who are
in the tombs will hear his voice and come
forth, those who have done good, to the resurrection of life, and those who have done

will not be fully manifested in our bodies until the
Resurrection of the dead at the end of the world.
Then, if we have endured to the end (Matt.
10:22; 24:13), we will be like Jesus when He was
raised from the dead (1 John 3:2): immortal, perfectly holy, no longer subject to restriction or temptations.
As Jesus teaches, those who were faithful to
Him in this life will be raised up to the resurrection
of eternal life, with the power of His divinity shining in and through our glorified bodies. Yet those
who were not faithful to Him, who lived for themselves, who rejected the prodding of their consciences, who abandoned Christian morality, will
be raised up to the resurrection of judgment.

Yet, this manifestation is not always revealed in
this life. For some of the saints, it is they show
raculous power in their lives by working
miracles through the touch of a hand, by reading
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Corinthians 12:9).
The way we live in this life will have eternal
consequences for good or for ill, so even the smallest moral failing has the possibility of leading us to
abandon Christ entirely. If we consistently give in
to the overweening desire for food, sex, money,

being clobbered by temptations, getting it from all
sides. But like a ceramic jar, we who believe in
Christ carry not only his death but also the glory of
His resurrection within our bodies, a glory which
will be manifested in the righteous at the resurrection of the dead, a treasure more precious than any
earthly riches.
And even if we stumble in the Christian life,
even if it seems like we can
do is have the desire to endure to the end, to recognize our weakness, and to call on God for strength.
Then, with faith in God, His grace will be enough

true
this is for our time, and how difficult it truly is to

(Catechetical Lectures 18.20)

we must give account to the Lord of all
things done through the body. Do not say,
no one sees me; do not think that there is no

bodies, nor misuse them as though not our

dead. (Metropolitan Hierotheos, Life after Death,
228).
Though it may be difficult, painful, we struggle
against sin by forming good daily habits that make
it more difficult to fall. And if we fall into sin, we
need to get into the habit of confessing it as soon as
humanly possible, not putting it off a day or an
hour longer than is necessary. How we live what
we have done and what we have failed to do has
eternal consequences.
For this reason, St. Cyril of Jerusalem exhorts
his catechumens:

This is why, in this life, we must teach the body
to pray, teach the body to fast, teach the body to
love righteousn
he body], we love
it, we struggle to purify ourselves of sins, so that it

Confess your sins to one another, that you may be
healed. (James 5:16)
We are created for God and only in Him do we
find the paramount bliss for which our heart is constantly yearning. Nothing other than God can make
our souls happy! Give man everything which he
desires and he will enjoy it for a while, but afterwards he will become indifferent to it, because he
feels that something else, much more elevated, is
missing. Is it not in that way that the child, too, enjoys every new toy until it grows hungry? Then it
abandons the toy and looks for food. A certain inextinguishable inner hunger for truth, joy, and
peace in the Holy Spirit (Romans 14:17) torments
our soul and does not give us peace, even among
the best pleasures of life and among the most enviable achievements in the world.
This blessed hunger is a hunger for God.
Blessed Augustine is right in his Confessions before
God: Thou madest us for Thyself, and our heart is
restless until it repose in Thee. The only guest who
can make our soul happy is God. And if God is our

from The Forgotten Medicine ,
Archimandrite Seraphim (Aleksiev) of Bulgaria

Get Up! Motivation for Confession

interest. That is why the little decisions you
and I make every day are of such infinite
importance. The smallest good act today is
the capture of a strategic point from which,
a few months later, you may be able to go
on to victories you never dreamed of. An
apparently trivial indulgence in lust or anger today is the loss of a ridge or railway
line or bridgehead from which the enemy
may launch an attack otherwise impossi(Mere Christianity, pg. 132)

status, control, etc., then eventually our faith will
become superfluous to us. These things become
bad habits and hijack our moral compass, leading
to spiritual death. Yet for those who endure to the
end, the Lord has promised us eternal life His
own light shining in our glorified, victorious, resurrected bodies.
To this effect, we will close with these wise
words from C.S.

paramount bliss, it is clear that which obstructs the
way to God must be the greatest evil for us. Such
an evil is sin.
It is in vain that some unenlightened people
seek the greatest evil for man somewhere else, rather than in sin. Some consider disease to be the
greatest evil, others -- poverty, and others -- death.
But neither disease, nor poverty, nor death, nor any
other earthly disaster can be such a great evil for us
as is sin. These earthly misfortunes do not separate
us from God if we are seeking Him sincerely, but,
on the contrary, they bring us closer to Him.
Disease is not the greatest evil for man, because
a disease of the body endured with humility, faith,
and patience can cure the soul sick with sin and
bring it closer to God -- the greatest good for man.
And death is not frightening for the believer,
because through it, as through a door, one goes to
the beloved and loving God who hath prepared for
them that love Him, things that which eye hath not
seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the
heart of man. (I Cor. 2:9)
But sin is the most wretched poverty of the
heart poverty blocking the treasure of grace. Sin
is a deadly sickness of the soul, a sickness which
deprives us both of the joys of earth and the joys of
heaven. Sin is a terrible and most lamentable spiritual death which separates us eternally from the
joy of the heavenly inhabitants in paradise and buries us in the darkness of hell.
There is no greater evil for man than sin. It destroys both the body and the soul. It makes both
this life and eternal life bitter. It causes discord in
families, quarrels among neighbors, and disagreements among relatives. It starts the fire of malice
among people. It makes the soul proud and embittered. It poisons the heart with envy. It drives out
holy feelings from the breast and invites the demons to settle there. It separates us from God. It extinguishes everything bright in our hearts. It
teaches us to lie, to be gluttonous, and to be selfish
and greedy. It makes us slander and judge our
neighbors. It incites our hand to steal. It fills us
with anger and rage. It whispers to us to seek revenge. It commits all outrages, debaucheries, and
crimes. It causes all diseases, suffering, injustice, violence, bloodshed, and war. It has filled the souls of
all of us with unbearable spiritual stench. It pours
this stench into the relationships among us.
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